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DWARFS GONE WILD

Join Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs as they 
dig for riches underground in Dwarfs Gone Wild, 
our most ambitious game to date.

Set deep in a mine shaft, the dwarfs each posses-
ses unique powers that provide explosive game-
play with bonus features and free spins. 

Throughout the game, Golden minecarts unlock 
special Dwarf features when the free spins bonus 
is triggered. Every win containing Dwarf symbols 
is added to the Golden Minecart Bonus meter, 
which is displayed to the left-hand side of the 
reels. 

For promotional material go to clientarea.quickspin.com
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Game events

Information

Game ID

Channels

Feature Trigger

Flexible Free Rounds 

16:9

dwarfsgonewild

Desktop & Mobile

NO

YES

Game Resolution

For promotional   
material go to  

clientarea.quickspin.com

All our games support by default 6 game 
events that you can use for any purpose 
(achievements, rewards, tournaments…)  
For Dwarfs gone Wild these are:

Volatility (1-5) 3,74

Min bet

Default bet

 € 0,20

€ 1,00

Max bet € 100

Scatter 
Madness

Hit a scatter symbol 
in a spin

66,00%

The Fairest Hit a Snow White win 7,33%

#Winning Hit a spin with a win 
that is equal to or 
more than 10 times 
your bet

1,91%

Mirror, 
Mirror

Trigger the Magic 
Mirror feature

1,25%

Into the 
Mines

Free Spin Bonus 
entered

0,65%

Working 
Together

Free Spins Bonus 
enter with 3 or more 
Dwarf features

0,32%

Achievements YES

Game Feature & RTP 

Base Game    43,23% 

Free Spins    31,89%

Big Win (bet multiplier 15+)   1 in 77

WIN PROBABILITIES 

Super Win (bet multiplier) 40+)  1 in 222

Mega Win (bet multiplier 70+)  1 in 573

Epic Win (bet multiplier 100+)  1 in 1432

RTP     Normal Mode   

RTPMax payout in 100 000 000 000 spins  2535x bet

MAX PAYOUT 

PROBABILITY OF WINNING 100X BET 

The famous beauty’s mirror becomes a key feature in this game, and when triggered rewards 300 additional 
symbols and two free spins.  

Paying homage to this classic fairy tale, the game features Hollywood-style animation complemented with 
a folksy soundtrack to authenticity to the gameplay. 

Look into the mirror and you’ll find the marketing materials in our Client Area ready to download. You can 
also log-in from your handheld device to try out the mobile version of the game.
If you have any questions about this new title bursting with features or its launch, have a chat with your 
account manager.

Total    96,38%

1 in 1432

Magic Mirror Feature  22,26%
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Features

Multiplier  
 
This character is a genuine philanthrop, 
he will multiplie your rewards in a 
benevolence manner. Your winning spins 
can thanks to banker be multiplied by 
x2, x3 or x5.

BANKER

BOMBER

RACER

Spreading Wild  
 
Bomber will run back and forth across the reels 
looking for a good spot to drop his magical barrel 
of "Spreading Wild" explosives. He places one wild 
symbol, which explodes creating between two and 
four additional wild symbols in adjacent positions. 

Throwback Wild  
 
This dare devil has a need for speed.  
Travelling at high speeds in his mine-cart,  
Racer generates between two and five wild  
symbols and places them in random positions. Watch out!

HUNTSMAN

Free Wild 

Huntsman is hungry for prizes, he will take out  
his gun and aim for the best position to add 1  
Wild symbol to the reels. In Huntsman you can  
trust. With an accurate aim and a true hunting spirit.

BLACKSMITH

Full Reel Wild  
 
From morning till night, hear Blacksmith swing 
his heavy sledge, With a measured beat the village  
Blacksmith pours molten metal over the reels turing  
them wild. Thanks to his cast-iron skills up to two full reel wilds are 
will be filled if you're lucky. 

WIZARD

Extra Free Spins  
 
Our friendly neighborhood wizard randomly 
appears in a poof of smoke, rewarding extra 
Free Spins. His magical powers can give you
up to 5 Extra Free Spins. Hookus pokus!

STRONGMAN

Rolling Wild  
 
With all his strength, wild symbols are  
randomly placed on reel 3,4 or 5, and move one  
position to the left for every respin. The Strongman 
whirls across the reels leaving Wild symbols behind. 

SNOW WHITE

Highest Paying Symbol  
 
Mirror, mirror on the wall, who's the highest
paying symbol of them all? Land Snow White
on reel 3, and you'll instantly get 2 respins 
boosted with an additional 300 Snow White 
symbols.


